
SIX TRAITS OF EFFECTIVE WRITING

Learn about 6+1 TraitÂ® Writing live and in person! Successful writers do not " tell" readers things they already know;
e.g., "It was a sunny day, and the sky was .

Word Choice Word Choice is the use of rich, colorful, precise language that communicates not just in a
functional way, but in a way that moves and enlightens the reader. They belong with Presentation. Sentences
vary in length and beginnings. Did they spell correctly? Now, I am wondering about your sentence fluency.
DAY 1: First, reveal excerpts of authentic text where the skill appears. By editing for accurate spelling,
grammar, punctuation, and formatting, writers learn the importance of conventions. Where do writers use the
skill? Collect authentic text e. Organization Good writing has a clearly developed beginning, middle, and
ending. Reveal one of those objects within the lesson to demonstrate how a large subject can be narrowed
down to a smaller, more focused topic. Even if our ideas, words, and sentences are vivid, precise, and well
constructed, the writing will not be inviting to read unless it follows the guidelines of Presentation. Successful
writers do not "tell" readers things they already know; e. Trait 4: Word Choice The use of concrete, colorful,
precise vocabulary to communicate meaning Did students use vivid, active, colorful words? And it is that
individual somethingâ€”different from the mark of all other writersâ€”that we call Voice. Sentence Fluency
Sentence Fluency is the rhythm and flow of the language, the sound of word patterns, the way in which the
writing plays to the ear, not just to the eye. Did they avoid vague, repeated, or overused words? Its purpose?
Presentation Presentation combines both visual and textual elements. Most of your sentences are the same
length. Mastering sentence fluency requires two skillsâ€”attention to sentences and fluency. It doesn't have to
be a formal minute ordeal at a "conferencing table" in the corner of the room. For example, rather than
teaching different types of sentences, focus only on combining ideas into compound sentences. DAY 3: The
third day of a mini-lesson series transitions to lifelong acquisition. Not only do visual aids add a level of
energy and excitement, but they also help students remember the purpose and function of specific writing
skills. Voice gives writing personality; it shows that the writer sincerely cares about the subject and audience.
WriteShop asks: Did students communicate clearly and avoid awkwardness? WriteShop asks: Did your
student write in the correct narrative voice for the assignment? Conventions is the only trait where we make
specific grade level accommodations, and expectations should be based on grade level to include only those
skills that have been taught. However, the sophisticated fluency skills that also fall under this trait improve the
sound of the piece. Trait 5: Sentence Fluency The flow and readability of the text; effective use of sentence
variations. Free Six-Traits Mini-Lessons Organize writing lessons by trait Since every writing skill falls under
one of the Six Traits, it makes the most sense to organize your lesson materials and resources by traitâ€”not by
writing unit. This requires more than just showing examples from mentor text. Consequently, plan multiple
mini-lessons to teach a specific skill. Initially, complete thoughts and accurate sentence structure is the focus.
With this in mind, make it a priority to keep your daily mini-lessons miniâ€” minutes long. Within this
introduction, identify which trait this skill impacts. As you assess a piece for convention, ask yourself: "How
much work would a copy editor need to do to prepare the piece for publication? Use the list of skills printed
on the label as a guide for collecting and organizing trait-based mini-lessons. Did they use correct sentence
structure? The same "raindrop" writing skills taught within mini-lessons are referenced within these trait-based
conferences.


